
Are you interested in technology and want to know more 
about the industry and careers for the  modern workforce?
Join our esteemed panel of tech professionals who will share their 
journeys and tips on how to pursue a career in this field.

Wednesday, February 17, 2021
6:00 p.m. EST | 3:00 p.m. PST

Open to high school and undergraduate college students, educators and families.

The webinar will take place via Zoom. To participate you must register: https://rb.gy/wjx61b 

Khee Lee
From deal making with global partners for Google to strategy for technology startups, Khee Lee has spent 
his career on the front lines of the global digital revolution. Khee is currently the Chief Monetization Officer at 
Kiswe, a technology start-up that powers sports broadcasts and music livestream concerts. Kiswe’s clients 
include the NBA, PGA Tour, Premier League, BTS the global K-pop band and many more. Previously, Khee 
spent nearly a decade at Google where he was head of agency business development. He is a speaker and 
thought leader on corporate diversity and is the founder of the Asian American Googler Network in New York, 
which promotes Asian American culture within the professional community. Khee holds a degree in 
pharmacy from the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science but never practiced as a pharmacist. 

James Seaboyer
James Seaboyer is a father of two, an avid gamer, a sports fan and CEO of HB Studios. HB, a full-suite video 
game development studio, has thrived in the creation of top tier console and PC titles for the past 20 years, 
having worked with some of the biggest players in the industry, including 2K and EA Sports. James began his 
career in the video game industry in 2007 as an Assistant Producer with HB Studios, learning the nuts and 
bolts of game development and helping manage smaller sections of a single product. Gradually progressing 
along the ‘Production’ career path to the Sr. Producer and the Executive Producer roles allowed James, in his 
role as CEO, to focus his attention on strategic business and partnership opportunities, as well as the creative 
and growth strategy for our products.

Mai Nguyen
Mai Nguyen is currently a software engineer at Laserfiche, a content management software company 
located in Long Beach, CA. She graduated from Pitzer College in 2019 with a BA in Mathematics. In 2018, 
Mai interned as a data scientist at Mastercard where she designed a Natural Language Processing 
predictive model that analyzes relationships between word documents. Mai is a first generation 
Vietnamese American and first-generation college student who is passionate about diversity and 
inclusion in tech. In 2017, she co-authored a publication titled “The Role of Gender in CS Classwork 
Collaboration and Its Impact on Women’s Success,” which was selected to present at the Grace Hopper 
Celebration. Mai continues to explore, redefine and reimagine her role in tech. 

Jeri Yoshizu 
Jeri Yoshizu currently serves as Executive Director of Marketing and Communications at Genesis 
Motor America. Jeri is responsible for overseeing all Genesis marketing and communications in the 
United States and continues to grow awareness and consideration for the Genesis brand. Jeri is a 
graduate of California State University, Long Beach where she studied the intersection of business 
and technology as an Information Systems major. 


